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1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of non-unique factorizations has its origin in algebraic
number theory. A motivating problem was to describe, or even to charac-
terize, the arithmetic of the ring of integers in an algebraic number field
 wby arithmetical invariants cf. Narkiewicz's book Na, Chap. 9 and prob-
x.lems 29]32 . Sets of lengths turned out to be a crucial invariant. There is
even some evidence for the conjecture that the system of sets of lengths
completely determines the arithmetic of such a domain cf. the end of
.Section 3 . A main result on sets of lengths is their structure theorem: sets
of lengths in a ring of integers or more generally, in a Krull domain with
.  wfinite divisor class group are almost arithmetical progressions cf. Ge1,
x.Satz 1 .
 .In arbitrary noetherian domains even in the one-dimensional case sets
of lengths alone are too weak to describe the arithmetic of the domain cf.
.the example in Section 3 . This was one reason for the investigation of the
catenary degree, a subtle arithmetical invariant dealing directly with fac-
torizations and not only with their lengths. A recent result states that the
catenary degree is finite for noetherian weakly Krull domains R with
wfinite-t-class group and whose integral closure is a finite R-module Ge5,
xTheorem 5.4 . This class of domains includes orders in global fields and
hence domains with infinite elasticity.
In this paper we derive a result, valid for the above mentioned class of
weakly Krull domains, which implies the structure theorem on sets of
 .lengths and the finiteness of the catenary degree see Theorem 6.2 . It
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states that there is some constant C g N such that for all elements a ofq
the domain R and each two factorizations z, zX of a there is a C-chain of
factorizations from z to zX whose lengths form an almost arithmetical
progression. This result is new even for rings of integers in algebraic
number fields. For non-principal orders in algebraic number fields even its
corollary, a structure theorem on sets of lengths, is new.
The paper is written entirely in the setting of weakly Krull monoids as
w xintroduced in HK1 . Their relationship to ring theory is discussed in detail
w x in HK1, Ge4, Ge5 . In the examples following our main results Theorem
.5.1 and Theorem 6.2 we briefly remind the reader of these ring theoretical
applications, which in fact are the motivation for our whole investigation.
We start with two introductory sections. The main conceptional tool
used in the proof of Theorem 6.2 is the notion of local tameness of
factorizations. It will be treated in Section 4. The structure of sets of
lengths is especially simple in two cases: firstly, for large elements, this
situation will be studied in Section 5; secondly, in the case of local
domains, which we discuss briefly at the beginning of Section 6. Then we
formulate the main result in Theorem 6.2. Its proof rests on the finiteness
 w x.of the catenary degree shown in Ge5, Theorem 5.4 and on the already
mentioned concept of local tameness.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, a monoid is a multiplicatively written, commuta-
tive, and cancellative semigroup with unit element. For a set P we denote
 .  .by F P for the free abelian monoid with basis P. Then every a g F P
has a unique representation
a s p¨ pa.
pgP
 .  .with ¨ a g N and ¨ a s 0 for almost all p g P. Furthermore,p p
s a s ¨ a g N .  . p
pgP
is called the size of a.
Let D be a monoid. Then D= denotes the group of invertible elements
=  4  .of D. D is called reduced if D s 1 . Q D denotes a quotient group of
 . XD, and we always assume D : Q D . A subset D : D is called di¨ isor
closed, if for all a, b g D with a ¬ b and b g DX we have a g DX. For a
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 .family D of monoids we denote by  D their direct product andi ig V ig V i
by
D s a g D ¬ a s 1 for almost all i g V .@  5i i i iigV
igVigV
their coproduct.
Let H be a submonoid of some monoid D. We define the congruence
modulo H is D by
x ' y mod H if xH l yH / B.
The factor monoid of D with respect to the congruence modulo H is
w xdenoted by DrH. For a g D, a g DrH denotes the class containing a.
=  .In particular, we set D s DrD . The quotient group Q DrH of DrHred
is called the class group of H : D. It will be written additively. H : D is
w x   . .called saturated, if H s 1 g DrH equivalently, H s Q H l D .
A monoid D is said to be primary, if D / D= and if a, b g D, b f D=
n implies that a ¬ b for some n g N . D is said to be finitely primary ofq
.rank s g N and of exponent a g N , if it is a submonoid of a factorialq q
monoid F containing exactly s mutually non-associated prime elements
p , . . . , p ,1 s
w x =D : F s p , . . . , p = F1 s
such that the following two conditions hold:
 . = =a D s D l F .
 . k1 k sb For any a s « p ??? p g F we have1 s
 . =i if a g D_ D , then k G 1, . . . , k G 1,1 s
 .ii if k G a , . . . , k G a , then a g D.1 s
Ã ÃIn fact, F is just the complete integral closure D of D. If a g F s D as
above, we set
¨ a s k for 1 F i F s. .p ii
Clearly, finitely primary monoids are primary. For more information on
w xfinitely primary monoids the reader is referred to Ge4 .
A monoid homomorphism w : H ª D is said to be
 .  .  .a a di¨ isor homomorphism, if a, b g H and w a ¬ w b implies
a ¬ b,
 .b a weak di¨ isor theory, if D is a coproduct of reduced primary
monoids D , D s @ D , and if for all a g D there exists u , . . . , up pg P p 1 m
 .  .g H such that a is a strict greatest common divisor of w u , . . . , w u ,1 m
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 .  .c a di¨ isor theory, if it is a weak divisor theory and D , N, q forp
all p g P.
 .  .A monoid H is called a weakly Krull monoid, if it admits a weak
divisor theory w : H ª D. In this case
G s Drw H s Q Drw H .  . .
 .just depends on H. It is called the di¨ isor class group of H.
If w : H ª D is a divisor homomorphism, then the induced homomor-
 .phism w : H ª D is injective and w H : D is saturated. So whenred red red
studying the arithmetic of a monoid H with divisor homomorphism
w : H ª D it means no restriction to suppose that H : D is a saturated
wsubmonoid. For general information on monoid homomorphisms see G-
x w xHK and for weak divisor theories consult HK1 .
Let H : D s @ D be a submonoid of a coproduct of finitelyig V i
primary monoids. Then H is a BF-monoid, i.e., H is atomic and all
 .  w x.L g L H are finite cf. Ge5, Proposition 5.3 . Whenever we consider
such a situation we use the following notation. We suppose that D isi
finitely primary of rank s g N and that p , . . . , p are pairwisei q i, 1 i, si$
non-associated primes of D . Every a g D has a unique decomposition ofi
the form
a s a i
igV
with all a g D and a s 1 for all but finitely many i g V. For all i g Vi i i
and all 1 F n F s we seti
¨ a s ¨ a . .  .p p ii , n i , n
Let J : V be a subset and M g N . We viewq
D s D@J j
jgJ
as a submonoid of D and set
D s a g D ¬ min ¨ a ¬ 1 F n F s F M for all j g J . . 4 5J , M J p jj , n
 4Clearly, D s D s 1 , D s @ D , and we write D insteadB B, M J , M jg J  j4, M j
of D for all j g J. Furthermore, we set j4
H s H l D .J J
ÇIf V s I j J, then every a g D has a unique decomposition of the form
a s a aI J
with a g D and a g D .I I J J
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3. ON THE ARITHMETIC OF MONOIDS
 .Let H be a monoid. We denote by U H the set of irreducible
 .elements of H. The factorization monoid Z H of H is defined as the free
 .  .   ..abelian monoid with basis U H . Let p : Z H s F U H ª Hred red red
be the canonical homomorphism. We say that H is atomic, if p is
surjective. For an element a g H the elements of
Z a s Z a s py1 aH= : Z H .  .  .  .H
are called factorizations of a.
Let H be an atomic monoid and H X : H a subset. Most arithmetical
 .  .invariants deal with lengths of factorizations. For some z g Z H , s z g
N is called the length of the factorization z. For a g H X
L a s L a s s z ¬ z g Z a : N 4 .  .  .  .H
denotes the set of lengths of a and
L H X s L a ¬ a g H X 4 .  .
X  X . Xis the system of sets of lengths of H . The elasticity r H of H is defined
as
sup L
X Xr H s sup L g L H . .  . 5min L
In order to describe the structure of sets of lengths we consider for some
 4 XL s l , . . . , l g L H .1 k
with l - ??? - l the set1 k
 4D L s l y l ¬ 2 F i F k : N . i iy1
of distances of successive lengths of L. Furthermore, we set
D H X s D L : N. .  .D
X .LgL H
 X.The monoid H is called half-factorial, if aL s 1 for all L g L H
  .  . .equivalently, r H s 1; equivalently, D H s B . If H is not half-fac-
 .torial, then for every n g N there exists some L g L H with aL G n.q
 .This makes it worthwhile to study the structure of the sets L g L H .
 .  .  wNote that it may happen that D H is finite but r H s ` cf. Ge5, Sect.
x.5 . Conversely, there are monoids H with finite elasticity for which the set
 .  .D H is infinite see the example at the end of this section .
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 .The monoid H is called factorial, if aZ a s 1 for all a g H. If H is
not factorial, then for every n g N there exists some a g H withq
 .  w x.  .aZ a G n cf. Ge5, Lemma 3.1 . In order to investigate these sets Z a
 .  .we define a distance function d: Z H = Z H ª N by
z zX
Xd z , z s max s , s g N . X X 5 /  /gcd z , z gcd z , z .  .
X  .for two factorizations z, z g Z H . The following properties of the dis-
tance function will be used without further quoting.
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be an atomic monoid. Then the distance function d:
 .  . X XZ H = Z H ª N satisfies the following properties for all x, x , y, y , z g
 .Z H :
 .  .1 d x, y s 0 if and only if x s y,
 .  .  .2 d x, y s d y, x ,
 .  .  .  .3 d x, y F d x, z q d z, y ,
 .  X X.  X.  X.4 d xy, x y F d x, x q d y, y ,
 .  .  .5 d x, y s d xz, yz .
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. Parts 1 , 2 , and 5 are obvious. 4 follows from 3 .
 .  .3 Let x, y, z g Z H be given. Suppose x s rwx9, y s rwy9 and z s rz9
 .  .  .with r, w, x9, y9 g Z H such that gcd x9, y9 s 1 and gcd z9, w s 1.
Then
gcd x , z s rgcd wx9, z9 s rgcd x9, z9 .  .  .
and
gcd y , z s rgcd wy9, z9 s rgcd y9, z9 . .  .  .
 .  .Setting s s gcd x9, z9 and t s gcd y9, z9 , we have
x9 s sx0 , y9 s ty0 and z9 s stz0
 .for some x0, y0, z0 g Z H . Then we infer that
d x , y s max s x9 , s y9 4 .  .  .
F max s x0 q s w , s t q s z0 4 .  .  .  .
q max s y0 q s w , s s q s z0 4 .  .  .  .
s d x0 w , tz0 q d y0 w , sz0 .  .
s d sx0 rw , rstz0 q d ty0 rw , rstz0 .  .
s d x , z q d y , z . .  .
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X  .  4Let H be an atomic monoid, a g H, z, z g Z a , and N g N j ` .
 . XWe say that there is an N-chain of factorizations from z to z , if there
X  .  .exists factorizations z s z , z , . . . , z s z g Z a such that d z , z F0 1 k iy1 i
N for 1 F i F k. The catenary degree
X X  4c H s c H g N j ` .  .H
X  4of a subset H : H is the minimal N g N j ` such that for every
X X  .a g H and each two factorizations z, z g Z a there exists an N-chain
X  w x.from z to z cf. Ge5, Sect. 3 .
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward and will be omitted.
LEMMA 3.2. Let D be an atomic monoid, H : D a di¨ isor closed
submonoid, H X : H a subset, and a g H. Then we ha¨e
 .  .  . =1 H is an atomic monoid with U H s H l U D and H s H l
D=.
 . = =2 The canonical homomorphism HrH ª DrD is injecti¨ e, and
 .  .  .hence we may suppose H : D . Then Z H : Z D and Z a sred red H
 .Z a .D
 .  .  .  X .  X.  X.  X.3 L a s L a , L H s L H , r H s r H , andH D H D H D
 X.  X.c H s c H .H D
 .The following lemma gathers some simple properties of D H and of
 .c H .
LEMMA 3.3. Let H be an atomic monoid.
 . X  . <  .  X . <1 For a g H and z / z g Z a we ha¨e 2 q s z y s z F
 X.d z, z .
 . X  X.  X.2 For e¨ery subset H : H we ha¨e 2 q sup D H F c H .
 .  .   . 43 If H s @ H , then c H s sup c H ¬ i g V .ig V i i
 .  .  .  .4 If H s @ H , then D D H : D H and min D H sig V i ig V i
  ..  .  .gcd D D H s gcd D H with the con¨ention min B s gcd B s 0 .ig V i
Proof. We may suppose that H is reduced.
 . X  .1 Let a g H, z s u . . . u ¨ . . . ¨ , z s u . . . u w . . . w g Z a1 k 1 r 1 k 1 s
 .  4  4with u , ¨ , w g U H and ¨ , . . . , ¨ l w , . . . , w s B. Since H isi j l 1 r 1 s
< <cancellative, we have 2 F r and 2 F s which implies that 2 q r y s F
 4max r, s .
 .  X.  X.2 If c H s `, nothing has to be done. Suppose c H - ` and
X  .  .let a g H be given. Further let l, k g L a such that l y k g D H and
 . X  .  .  X.t f L a for k - t - l. Then there are z, z g Z a with s z s k, s z
 .m X  .s l, and a chain of factorizations z from z to z with d z , z Fi is0 iy1 i
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 X.  4  .c H for 1 F i F m. Then there is some i g 1, . . . , m with s z Fiy1
 .  .  .  .s z - s z . Since t f L a for k - t - l, it follows that l F s z .i i
 .Hence by 1 we infer that
l y k s l y s z F s z y s z F d z , z y 2 F c H X y 2. .  .  .  .  .i iy1 iy1 i
 .3 This is obvious.
 .  .  . w x4 Clearly, D D H : D H and from Ge2, Lemma 3 it fol-ig V i
 .  .lows that min D H s gcd D H .
 .For i g V we set d s min D H , and we assert thati i
D H : k d g N ¬ k g Z, I : V finite s E. .  i i i 5
igI
 .Let d g D H be given. Then there exists some a s  a g H withig I i
 .I : V finite such that l, l q d g L a for some l g N . Hence for everyq
X  .  .i g I there are factorizations z , z g Z a such that l s  s z andi i H i ig I i
 X.  .  X.l q d s  s z . Since d ¬ s z y s z for all i g I, the assertionig I i i i i
follows.
Finally we infer that
< <gcd E gcd D H gcd D H .  .  . . D i /
igV
and
 4gcd D H s gcd d ¬ i g V s gcd E , .  .D i i /
igV
  ..   ..which implies that gcd D D H s gcd D H .ig V i
Chains of factorizations and sets of lengths in a weakly Krull monoid H
 w x.may be studied in its block monoid cf. Ge4, Sect. 4 . We repeat the
necessary definitions.
Let H, D be reduced atomic monoids such that H : D is saturated with
 .class group G. Let P : U D be the set of prime elements of D and
 4  .T s a g D ¬ p ¦ a for any p g P . Then D , F P = T and we shall
 4identify these two monoids. We set G s g g G ¬ g l P / B and define0
a monoid homomorphism
i : F G = T ª G .0
 . w x  .by i t s t g G for every t g T and by i g s g for every g g G . Then0
B s B G , T , i s Ker i : F G = T .  .  .0 0
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is the block monoid associated to H : D. The relationship between H and
B is established by the block homomorphism
b : F P = T ª F G = T .  .0
 .  . w xwhich is defined by b t s t for all t g T and b p s p g G for all0
p g P.
 4  .  .If T s 1 , then B s B G : F G is the ordinary block monoid over0 0
 .G . Davenport's constant D G is defined as0 0
 4D G s sup s U ¬ U g B G is irreducible g N j ` . 4 .  .  .0 0
For the significance of Davenport's constant in factorization theory the
w x  .reader is referred to Ch . If G is finite, then B G is finitely generated0 0
 .  w x.and hence D G - ` cf. Ge1, Proposition 2 .0
w xIn A-A-Z, Example 4 a half-factorial domain was studied which has
 .infinite sets Z a . The following example provides a half-factorial
Dedekind domain having infinite catenary degree.
EXAMPLE. Let r g N . We construct a Dedekind domain R whoseq
?  ?.  ?.  .multiplicative monoid R satisfies c R s `, r R s r, and r y 1 n ¬ n
4  ?.G 2 : D R , if r ) 1.
 .i Let n G 2. Choose a linearly independent generating system
ny1 ny1 n.  4e , . . . , e of C , set e s y e and H s e , . . . , e . Then1 ny1 r n 0 is1 i 0 0 ny1
 n..B H has exactly n q 1 irreducible elements:0
ny1
rnU s e and V s e for 0 F i F n y 1. i i i
is0
Clearly,
ny1
rnU s V i
is0
  n...is the only non-cancellative relation among them. Hence c B H s rn,0
  n...   n...  4r B H s r, and D B H s rn y n .0 0
 .ii Set
G s C ny1 and G s H n. : G.[ Drn 0 0
nG2 nG2
 .  n..Then B G , @ B H . Thus by Lemma 3.30 nG 2 0
c B G s sup c B H n. ¬ n G 2 s ` . .  4 . .0 0
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and
r y 1 n ¬ n G 2 : D B G . 4 .  . .0
w xProposition 4 in HK2 implies that
r B G s sup r B H n. ¬ n G 2 s r . . .  4 . .0 0
 .iii Since G generates G, there is a Dedekind domain R with class0
 .group isomorphic to G and with G being the set of classes containing0
 .  wprime divisors, i.e., G, G is a realizable pair cf. Gr, Sect. 1; Sk,0
x. w x  ?.   ..Theorem 2.4 . By Ge5, Proposition 4.2 we infer D R s D B G ,0
 ?.   ..  ?.   ..r R s r B G , and c R s c B G .0 0
This example indicates that sets of lengths alone are a too weak measure
to describe the arithmetic of noetherian domains. However, there is some
 w x.evidence for the following conjecture cf. Ge7 . Consider the class of
Krull domains with finite divisor class group where each class contains a
prime divisor. We conjecture that within this class of domains the system
of sets of lengths completely determines the arithmetic. More precisely, let
R and RX be two Krull domains of the above type with class groups G and
X  ?.  X ?. X  XG . Then aG G 4, L R s L R implies G s G and hence R and R
w x.are arithmetically equivalent by HK3, Corollary 4 .
4. ON LOCAL TAMENESS
The arithmetical concept of tameness of monoids was first introduced in
w xGe2 in order to prove a structure theorem for sets of lengths in finitely
generated monoids. For our present purposes we need a more subtle
notion which will be called local tameness.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let H be an atomic monoid and H X : H a subset.
 .  .  X . X1 Let X : Z H be a subset. The tame degree t H , X of HH
 4with respect to X is the minimum of all N g N j ` having the following
X  .  .property: if a g H , z g Z a , and x g X such that p z ¬ a, then thereH
exists some
zX g Z a with x ¬ zX and d z , zX F N. .  .Z H .
 .2 We say that H is locally tame, if
t H , u - ` .H
 .for all u g U H .red
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 . X3 H is called tame, if the tame degree
t H X s t H X , U H - `. .  . .H red
Remarks. Let H be an atomic monoid.
 .  . X1 Let X : Z H , H : H, and h : H ª H the canonical epi-red
 X .   X. .morphism. Then, by definition, t H , X s t h H , X . Hence, forH H red
simplicity of notation, all results in this section will be formulated for
reduced monoids.
 .  .2 Let u g U H be given. Then u is prime if and only ifred
 .  .t H, u s 0. Hence H is factorial if and only if t H s 0.H
 . w x3 The definition of the tame degree given in Ge2 differs slightly
 .Äfrom the present one. If t H denotes the tame degree in the sense of
w x <  .  . <ÄGe2 , then we have t H y t H F 1.
 .  . w4 If H is finitely generated, then t H - ` by Ge2, Propositionred
x2 .
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let H be a reduced atomic monoid, H X : H a subset,
 .and X : Z H .
 .  X .   X . 41 t H , X s sup t H , x ¬ x g X .H H
 .  X .   . X42 t H , Z F sup sup L a ¬ a g H .H H
 . X3 If H is di¨ isor closed and x s u . . . u g X with u , . . . , u g1 r 1 r
 .  X . r  X .  .  X.U H , then t H , x F  t H , u F s x t H .H is1 H i
 .  .  .  .4 Let a g H, z g Z a , and x g Z H such that p x ¬ a. ThenH H
X  . X  .there exists a factorization z g Z a and elements y, w, w g Z H suchH
X X X   .  X.4that z s yw and z s yw with x ¬ w and max s w , s w FZ H .
 .   .4s x max 1, t H .
 .  .Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are clear by definition.
 .3 We proceed by induction on r. If r s 1, there is nothing to show.
 . XSuppose r G 1 and let u , . . . , u g U H , a g H with u . . . u ¬ a and1 r 1 r
 .z g Z a be given.
By the induction hypothesis there exists a factorization
zX s u . . . u y g Z a .1 ry1
 X. ry1  X .  . Xwith d z, z F  t H , u and y g Z b for some b g H . Then u ¬ bis1 H i r
X Y  .  X.and there is a factorization y s u y g Z b such that d y, y Fr
 X .t H , u . We setH r
zY s u . . . u yY1 r
and infer that
d z , zY F d z , zX q d zX , zY .  .  .
r
X X XF d z , z q d y , y F t H , u . .  .  . H i
is1
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 .  .4 We first handle the special case that gcd z, x s 1. By definition
X  . X  X.there exists a factorization z g Z a with z ¬ z and d z, z FH Z H .
 .  .  .  .  .t H, x . By 3 it follows that t H, x F s x t H . Setting y sH H
 X. y1 X y1 X X Xgcd z, z , w s y z, and w s y z we obtain that z s yw and z s yw
  .  X.4  X.  .  . X  .with max s w , s w s d z, z F s x t H . Since x ¬ z and gcd x, y ¬
 . Xgcd x, z s 1, it follows that x ¬ w .
 .  .Now we deal with the general case. Suppose gcd z, x s ¨ g Z H . We
 .set z s ¨z and x s ¨x . Then gcd z , x s 1 and hence there are0 0 0 0
X  . X X Xy, w , w g Z H such that z s yw and z s yw with x ¬ w and0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  .  X .4  .  . X Xmax s w , s w F s x t H . Setting w s w ¨ and w s w ¨ we ob-0 0 0 0 0
X X  . < Xtain z s yw and z s yw g Z a with x w andH
Xmax s w , s w F s ¨ q s x t H F s x max 1, t H . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0
Let H be a reduced atomic monoid and H X : H a subset. We recall the
w xdefinition of an arithmetical invariant studied in Ge5, Definition 3.3 .
 X .  4For u g H, v H , u is the minimum of all N g N j ` having theH q
following property: if a , . . . , a g H _ H= with  n a g H X such that1 n is1 i
n  4u ¬  a , then there exists a subset J : 1, . . . , n with aJ F N andis1 i
u ¬  a .ig J i
For a subset U : H we set
X X  4v H , U s sup v H , u ¬ u g U g N j ` . 4 .  .H H q
LEMMA 4.3. Let H be a reduced atomic monoid and H X : H a subset.
 .  .  X .1 Let u g U H be irreducible but not prime. Then t H , u is theH
 4minimal N g N j ` ha¨ing the following property: if u , . . . , u gq 1 n
 .  4 n X nU H _ u ,  u g H , and u ¬  u , then there exists a subset J :is1 i H is1 i
 41, . . . , n with aJ F N and u ¬  u and a factorization y gig J i
 y1 .  .Z u  u such that s uy F N.ig J i
 .  .  X .2 Let u g U H be irreducible but not prime. Then v H , u FH
 X .t H , u .H
 . X3 If H is not factorial and H di¨ isor closed, then
max r H X , c H X F v H X , U H F t H X , U H . 4 .  .  .  . .  .H H
 .  .Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are obvious by definition. The left inequality in
 . w x3 follows from Ge5, Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 . The right inequality is a
 .consequence of 2 .
The following lemma compares factorizations in a monoid D with
factorizations in a submonoid. Let D be a monoid and H : D a sub-
monoid. We set
 4d H , D s sup sup L u ¬ u g U H g N j ` . 4 .  .  .D
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 .  4Furthermore, let D H, D be defined as the minimum of all N g N j `q
 . nsatisfying the following property: for all u , . . . , u g U D with  u g1 n is1 i
 4H there exists a subset B / J : 1, . . . , n with aJ F N such that  ujg J j
g H.
LEMMA 4.4. Let D be a reduced atomic monoid and H : D an atomic
w x  .4submonoid with class group G. Let G s u g G ¬ u g U D : G and0
a g H.
 .1 Suppose H : D is saturated. Then
d H , D F D H , D s D G .  .  .0
 .  .and d H, D s D H, D , if D is factorial.
 .  .   .  ..   .  ..2 D G s d B G , F G s D B G , F G .0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .3 E¨ery factorization x g Z a induces a factorization y g Z aH D
 .  .  .  .with s x F s y F s x d H, D .
 .  .4 Suppose H : D is saturated. Then for each factorization y g Z aD
 .  .y1  .  .  .there is some x g Z a with D H, D s y F s x and sup L a FH H
 .  .s y r D . If H ¨ D is a di¨ isor theory and if there is no prime q g H
1 .  .di¨ iding a, then sup L a F s y .H 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .5 r a F d H, D r a and hence r H F d H, D r D .H D
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 To verify that d H, D F D H, D let u g U H be given.
We consider an arbitrary factorization u s ¨ . . . ¨ of u in D with1 n
 .  .  4¨ g U D . It is sufficient to show that n F D H, D . Let J : 1, . . . , nj
 .with 1 F aJ F D H, D such that  ¨ g H. Since H : D is saturatedjg J j
 .and u is irreducible in H, it follows that n s aJ F D H, D .
 .Next we check that D G has the property mentioned in the definition0
 .  . n w xof D H, D . Let u , . . . , u g U D be given with  u g H s 1 g G.1 n is1 i
n w x  .Hence B s  u g B G . Since B is a product of irreducible blocks,is1 i 0
w x   ..  .there is some U s  u g U B G with 1 F aJ F D G . Since Uig J i 0 0
 .  .is a block, we infer that  u g H. Thus D H, D F D G .ig J i 0
Conversely, let U s  n g be an irreducible block. Then for u gis1 i i
 . nU D l g we have  u g H. If  u g H for some B / J :i is1 i jg J j
 4  4  .1, . . . , n , it follows that J s 1, . . . , n and hence n F D H, D .
 .Suppose that D is factorial and let u , . . . , u g U D be given with1 n
n  .a s  u g H. Let ¨ g U H be a divisor of a. Hence there is a subsetis1 i
 4  .  .J : 1, . . . , n with ¨ s  u and aJ F d H, D . Thus D H, D Fjg J j
 .d H, D .
 .  .  .2 Since B G : F G is saturated, the assertion follows from0 0
 .1 .
 .3 This is obvious.
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 .  .  .4 Let y g Z a . Then by definition of D H, D , y allows aD
product decomposition of the form
n
y s ¨ g Z a .  i , j D
is1 jgJi
 . n  .with s y s  aJ , aJ F D H, D , and  ¨ g H for 1 F i F n.is1 i i jg J i, ji
 . nChoose x g Z  ¨ and set x s  x . Theni H jg J i, j is1 ii
s y F n D H , D F s x D H , D . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Clearly, sup L a F sup L a F s y r D .H D
Suppose H ¨ D is a divisor theory and a is not divisible by a prime
element q g H. Set a s p . . . p with prime elements p g D. Since an1 k i
 welement q g H is prime in H if and only if q is prime in D cf. HK3, Satz
1x.  .10 , it follows that sup L a F k.H 2
 .  .  .  .5 Let x g H with s x s min L a . By 3 there is some0 0 H
 .  .  .  .  .y g Z a with s y F s x d H, D and hence min L a FD 0 D
 .  .min L a d H, D . Therefore we infer thatH
sup L a sup L a d H , D .  .  .H D
r a s F F d H , D r a . .  .  .H Dmin L a min L a .  .H D
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let D be a reduced atomic monoid and H : D a
w xsaturated atomic submonoid with class group G and G s u g G ¬ u g0
 .4U D .
 .  .1 If D is tame and D G is finite, then H is tame. More precisely, if0
D is not factorial, then
t H F r D d H , D t D d H , D y 1 q 1. .  .  .  .  . .
1 .  .  . 2 If H ¨ D is a di¨ isor theory, then t H F 1 q D G D G y0 02
.1 . Moreo¨er, if H is not factorial and G s yG then0 0
1D G F t H F 1 q D G D G y 1 . .  .  .  . .0 0 02
 .  .  .Proof. If D is tame and D G is finite, then r D F t D - ` by0
 .  .Lemma 4.3 and d H, D F D G - ` by Lemma 4.4. If H is not facto-0
w xrial, H ¨ D a divisor theory, and G s yG , then by Ge5, Corollary 3.6 ,0 0
 .   ..  .  .D G s v H, U H and hence D G F t H by Lemma 4.3. There-0 H 0
 .fore it is sufficient to verify the wanted upper bounds for t H .
 .  .Let u g U H , a g H with u ¬ a and z s  u g Z a be given.H lg L l H
 .If u is prime in H, then t H, u s 0. So suppose that u is not prime. IfH
H ¨ D is a divisor theory, we may assume without restriction that there is
no prime q g H dividing a.
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We choose factorizations of u and of u in D. Say,l
u s ¨ and u s ¨ m l l , m
mgV mgVl
 .  .  .with ¨ , ¨ g U D , aV F d H, D , and aV F d H, D . Thenm l, m l
y s ¨ g Z a . .  l, m D
lgL mgVl
X  . XBy Lemma 4.2.4 there exists some y g Z a with  ¨ ¬ y suchD m g V m Z D .
that
y s ¨ ¨   l, m l , m
lgL mgI lgV mgJl l
and
yX s ¨ ¨ w ,   l, m m g
lgL mgI mgV ggGl
Çwhere V s I j J for all l g L,  aJ , and aV q aG are boundedl l l lg V l
  .4above by aVmax 1, t D .
We define a factorization
yY s ¨ ¨ xX g Z a .  l, m m D
lgL mg mgVl
I sVl l
with
xX s ¨ w .  l, m g
lgL mgI ggGl
J /Bl
Since H : D is saturated, xX is the factorization of some b g H.
X  .  X.  X.  . By Lemma 4.4 there is some z g Z b with s z F s x r D resp.H
X 1 X .  .  ..s z F s x in the case of 2 . We set2
zY s u uzX g Z a . l H
lgL
I sVl l
and infer that
Y X  4t H , u F d z , z F max 1 q s z , a l g L ¬ J / B . 4 .  .  .H l
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Now, first suppose that D is not factorial. Then
s xX F aI q aG .  l
lgL
J /Bl
F aV t D d H , D y 1 q aV t D y aV .  .  . .  .
F aV t D d H , D y 1 .  . .
F d H , D t D d H , D y 1 , .  .  . .
which implies that
t H , u F 1 q r D s xX .  .  .H
F 1 q r D d H , D t D d H , D y 1 . .  .  .  . .
Finally, suppose that H ¨ D is a divisor theory. Then
s xX F aV d H , D y 1 .  . .
and
X 1s z F aV d H , D y 1 . .  . .2
Hence from Lemma 4.4 it follows that
1t H , u F 1 q D G D G y 1 . .  .  . .H 0 02
 . w xRemarks. 1 Proposition 4.5.1 was first shown in Ge2, Theorem 2 .
However, the proof given there contains a gap which leads to an incorrect
 .upper bound for t H .
 .  .2 The above result shows that Krull monoids H with D G - `0
are tame. Hence they are locally tame, have catenary degree, finite
 .elasticity, and D H is finite. For the Dedekind domain discussed in the
 .previous section we have D G s `. It is locally tame but not tame, since0
it has infinite catenary degree.
LEMMA 4.6. Let D be a finitely primary monoid of rank s and exponent a .
Then D is tame if and only if s s 1.
 . w xProof. If s G 2, then r D s ` by HK2, Theorem 4 and hence D is
not tame by Lemma 4.3. Suppose s s 1 and without restriction let
Ã Ã=w xD : D s p = D
 .  .  .be reduced. For u g U D we have 1 F ¨ u F 2a y 1. Let u g U D ,p
 .  .a g D with u ¬ a and z s w . . . w g Z a with w g U D . Then u ¬1 r D i
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k  . w for some k F ¨ u q a andis1 i p
k k
max L w F ¨ w F ¨ u q a 2a y 1 .  . . D i p i p /  /is1 is1
F 3a y 1 2a y 1 . .  .
 .  . .Hence t D, u F 3a y 1 2a y 1 .D
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let H : D s @ D be a saturated reduced sub-ig V i
 .monoid with bounded class group G. Suppose that d s d H, D - ` and
that all D are finitely primary of some exponent a g N . Let I, J : V withi q
X  4   .V s I j J, M, N g N, H s a g H ¬ a g D and U s u g U H ¬J J , M
 . 4¨ u F N y a for 1 F n F s and all i g I . Thenp ii, n
X 2  4t H , U F d max M , N 4a exp G q 3a y 1 . .  . .H
Furthermore, H is locally tame.
X  .Proof. Let a g H , u g U such that u ¬ a and z s u . . . u g Z a1 r H
 . X  . Xand u g U H . We have to find a factorization z g Z a with u ¬ z ini H
 .  X.Z H such that d z, z is bounded by the above constant.
Choose factorizations of u and all u in D and seti
u s w l
lgL
with w g D , L : V with aL F d andl l
rr l
u s ¨  i l , l
Xis1 lgL ls1
 . XXwith ¨ g U D ,  r F rd, and L : L .l, l l lg L l
 4For every l g L there exists a subset G : 1, . . . , r such thatl
w u in D and hence in D .l l l
lgGl
with aG F r . If l g I, we may choose G withl l l
aG F max ¨ w ¬ 1 F n F s q a F N. . 4l p l ll, n
X   . 4If l g J, then a g H implies that r F min ¨ a ¬ 1 F n F s F M.l p ll, n
Setting G s D G we infer thatlg L l
u s ub l
lgG
w xwith b g D and hence in H. By Ge5, Lemma 5.6 , b has a factorization
 .y g Z b withH
s y - 4a exp G q a aGd q ¨ b . .  .  . .  pl, 1
X
lgL
s s1l
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Clearly,
¨ b F ¨ u F 2a y 1 aGd. .  .  p p l /l, 1 l , 1
X X lgGlgL lgL
s s1 s s1l l
Finally we set
zX s u uy g Z a . l H
 4lg 1, . . . , r
lfG
and infer that
d z , zX F max aG , 1 q s y 4 .  .
F aGd 4a exp G q a q 2a y 1 . ) .  . .
Since
 4aG F aG q aG F d max M , N , l l
lgIlL lgJlL
we obtain the first assertion.
To see that H is locally tame, we set I s J s V, M s `, and N s
  . 4 Xmax ¨ u ¬ 1 F n F s , l g V q a . Then H s H andp ll, n
aG F aG s aG F d N. l l
lgL lgIlL
 .Hence it follows from ) that
2t H , u F d N 4a exp G q 3a y 1 . .  . .H
5. FACTORIZATIONS OF LARGE ELEMENTS
The next result shows that in a wide class of monoids large elements
 .i.e., multiples of some fixed element have especially simple factorizations:
each two factorizations can be concatenated by a C-chain of such factor-
izations whose lengths form an arithmetical progression with a possible
.exception at the beginning and at the end of the chain . Factorizations of
arbitrary elements will be studied in Section 6. We formulate the result,
discuss it, and do the proof at the end of the section.
THEOREM 5.1. Let H be an atomic monoid which is locally tame and has
finite catenary degree. Then there exist some element aU g H and some
U X  .constant C g N such that for all a g H with a ¬ a and for all z, z g Z aq
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 .kq1 Xthere is a chain of factorizations z with z s z, z s z satisfyingi isy1 y1 kq1
the following two properties:
 .  .i d z , z F C for all 0 F i F k q 1iy1 i
 . <  .  . <   .4ii s z y s z g 0, min D H for 1 F i F k.i iy1
COROLLARY 5.2. Let H be an atomic monoid satisfying the assertion of
Theorem 5.1. Then for e¨ery a g H with aU ¬ a
L a s l , . . . , l , m , m q d , . . . , m q k d, n , . . . , n 4 . 1 a 1 b
 .with l - ??? - l - m F m q k d - n - ??? - n , d s min D H , 0 F1 a 1 b
a F C y 2, and 0 F b F C y 2.
U  .Proof. Let a g H with a ¬ a and L s L a . We choose factorizations
X  .  .  X.  .kq1z, z g Z a with s z s min L and s z s max L. Let z be ai isy1
 .  .chain of factorizations of a satisfying properties i and ii of the theorem.
  .  .4   .  .4We set m s min s z , s z and m q k d s max s z , s z . Then,0 k 0 k
by Lemma 3.3
a F m y min L F s z y s z F d z , z y 2 F C y 2 .  .  .0 y1 0 y1
and
b F max L y m q k d F s z y s z .  .  .kq1 k
F d z , z y 2 F C y 2. .k kq1
EXAMPLES. Theorem 5.1 applies to the following classes of monoids:
 . 1 Finitely generated monoids by Remark 4 after Definition 4.1
.and Lemma 4.3 .
 .  .2 Krull monoids hence Krull domains with divisor class group G
 .such that D G - ` where G : G is the set of classes containing prime0 0
 .divisors by Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.5 .
 .3 Weakly Krull monoids with finite class groups and weak divisor
theory w : H ª @ D where all D are finitely primary of someig V i i
 w x.exponent a by Proposition 4.7 and Ge5, Theorem 5.4 . Besides Krull
 w x.monoids this class includes the following monoids cf. Ge5, Sect. 7 . Let
R be a noetherian weakly Krull domain whose integral closure is a finite
 .R-module. Then the monoid I R of integral t-invertible t-ideals belongst
to the above class. So does the multiplicative monoid of the domain, if the
 .t-class group Cl R is finite. In particular, all one-dimensional noetheriant
 .domains R are weakly Krull. In this case I R is just the monoid oft
 .integral invertible ideals and Cl R coincides with the Picard groupt
 .Pic R . Hence Theorem 5.1 applies to orders in global fields.
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 .Remarks. 1 Suppose that H has a norm function such that abstract
analytic number theory can be done on H. Then an algebraic result of the
form
all multiples of some fixed element satisfy some property P .
implies a quantitative result of the form
almost all elements in a sense of density satisfy property P .  .
 w x.cf. Ge6 .
 .2 Let H satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. Furthermore,
suppose that H is a saturated submonoid of some monoid D. Let B
denote the associated block monoid and b the block homomorphism as
w xdefined in Section 3. By Ge5, Sect. 4 it is sufficient to show the assertion
of Theorem 5.1 for the block monoid B. Obviously, B is locally tame and
has finite catenary degree. Hence there exists some aU g H such that for
 U .  .all a g H with b a ¬ b a the assertion of Theorem 5.1 holds.
 .3 There are monoids satisfying the assertion of Theorem 5.1 and
for which moreover,
< < < <s z y s z s s z y s z g 0, min D H ) 4 .  .  .  .  .  .y1 0 k kq1
holds. For example, Krull monoids with finite divisor class group have this
 w xproperty, if each class contains a prime divisor cf. Ge6, Theorem 3.1 see
w x.  .also Ge3, Theorem 2 . In general however, ) does not hold as the
 .following two examples show. For both block monoids B G discussed0
 .  .below the pairs G, G are realizable cf. the example in Section 3 .0
 .  4i Let G s Zr8Z, G s 1 s 1 q 8Z, 5 s 5 q 8Z , and H s0
 .  .B G . Since B G is finitely generated, the assertion of Theorem 5.10 0
holds. We verify that for all aU g H there exists some a g H and aU ¬ a
 .  .  .such that min L a q min D H f L a . Clearly,
8 8 3 3U s 1 , U s 5 , U s 5 1, and U s 5 11 2 3 4
are just the irreducible elements of H. Since
U U s U 3 ,1 3 4
 .  .nit follows that 1 s min D H . For n g N we set B s U U . For allq n 1 2
aU g H there is some n g N such that aU ¬ B . Hence it is sufficient toq n
show that for every n g Nq
min L B q 1 f L B . .  .n n
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 .  .  .Let n g N . Since s B s 16n and D G s 8, we infer that min L Bq n 0 n
s 2n. Setting
4
k iB s U ,n i
is1
we obtain 8n s 8k q k q 3k s 8k q 3k q k , and hence 4 k y1 3 4 2 3 4 is1 i
1  .  .2n s k q k . Since k q 3k ' 0 mod 8 , it follows that3 4 3 42
4 1
k y min L B s k q k / 1. .  . i n 3 42is1
 .  4ii Let G s Zr7Z, G s 1 s 1 q 7Z, 3 s 3 q 7Z, 6 s 6 q 7Z ,0
 . Uand H s B G . We show that for all a g H there exists some a g H0
U  .  .  .with a ¬ a such that max L a y min D H f L a .
H has the following nine irreducible elements:
7 2 4 7U s 1 , U s 16, U s 3 1, U s 31 , U s 3 ,1 2 3 4 5
5 3 2 3 7U s 3 6, U s 3 6 , U s 36 , U s 6 .6 7 8 9
k k k1 2 3For B s 1 3 6 g H we set
S B s k q 3k q 6k g 7N. . 1 2 3
w xBy Ge0, Proposition 7 it follows that
1  4min D H s gcd S B y 1 ¬ B g U H s gcd 0, 2, 5 s 1. .  .  . 47
Let N g N ; we setq
n
B s U U U U . .n 1 2 3 4
 .  .Since S B s 28n, we infer that max L B s 4n.n n
 .It is sufficient to show that 4n y 1 f L B . Assume to the contrary,n
that
k k k1 2 3
B s A C D  n i j l /  / /is1 js1 ls1
 .  .  .with A , C , D irreducible, S A s 7, S C s 21, S D s 42, and k qi j l i j l 1
k q k s 4n y 1. Then2 3
S B s 28n s 7 k q 3k q 6k .  .n 1 2 3
and hence 1 s 2k q 5k with k , k g N, a contradiction.2 3 2 3
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For the proof of Theorem 5.1 we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.3. Let H be an atomic monoid. For e¨ery k g N there existsq
 .  .an element a g H and factorizations x , x , . . . , x g Z a such that s xk 0 1 k k n
 .  .y s x s min D H for 1 F n F k.ny1
 .Proof. Let k g N , d s min D H , and b g H such that m, m q d gq
 . X  .L b for some m g N . We choose two factorizations z, z g Z b withq
 .  X. k kyn Xns z s m and s z s m q d. Then we set a s b and x s z z fork n
 .  .  .  .all 0 F n F k. Obviously, x g Z a and s x s k y n m q n m q dn k n
s km q n d for 0 F n F k, which implies the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 5.3 there exists an element aU g H
 U .  .  .having factorizations x , x , . . . , x g Z a with s x y s x s d0 1 cH . n ny1
 .  .s min D H for 1 F n F c H .
Let a g H with aU ¬ a. We set a s aU b and
Z s x y g Z a ¬ 0 F n F c H , y g Z b : Z a . 4 .  .  .  .n
 .  .  .Then for every z g Z a there exists some y g Z b such that d z, x y0
 .  .F t H, x . Since H is locally tame, t H, x - ` by Proposition 4.2.H 0 H 0
Hence it remains to verify that for each two z, zX g Z there is a chain of
X  .  U .factorizations z s z , z , . . . , z s z g Z with d z , z F max L a q0 1 k iy1 i
 . <  .  . <  4c H and s z y s z g 0, d for all 1 F i F k.iy1 i
Let z s x y g Z and zX s x yX g Z be given. By construction ofm n
x , x , . . . , x there is a chain from z to x y and a chain from zX to x yX0 1 cH . 0 0
satisfying the required conditions.
 .k XThere is also a chain of factorizations y from y s y to y s y gi is0 0 k
 .  .  .Z b with d y , y F c H for all 1 F i F k. Hence it remains to find aiy1 i
chain of factorizations from x y to x y for 1 F i F k which satisfies0 iy1 0 i
the above properties. Changing notation we set z s x y, zX s x yX with0 0
 X.  .d y, y F c H .
 X.  .  .Without restriction we may suppose that s y y s y s ld F c H for
some l g N. We define z s x y for 0 F n F l. Thenn n
d z , z s d x , x F max L aU .  .  .ny1 n ny1 n
and
s z y s z s s x y s x s d. .  .  .  .ny1 n ny1 n
Finally, we infer that
d z , zX s d x y , x yX F d x , x q d y , yX F max L aU q c H .  .  .  .  .  .l l 0 l 0
and
X Xs z y s z s s x y s x q s y y s y s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .l l 0
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6. FACTORIZATIONS IN WEAKLY KRULL MONOIDS
We present the main result of this paper. We start with the local case
whose proof rests on Theorem 5.1.
THEOREM 6.1. Let H : D be a saturated submonoid of a finitely primary
monoid D with finite class group. Then there exists some constant C g Nq
X  .such that for all a g H and all z, z g Z a there is a chain of factorization
 .kq1 Xz with z s z, z s z satisfying the following two properties:i isy1 y1 kq1
 .  .i d z , z F C for 0 F i F k q 1.iy1 i
 . <  .  . <   .4ii s z y s z g 0, min D H for 1 F i F k.i iy1
w xProof. By Proposition 4.7, H is locally tame and by Ge5, Theorem 5.4
it has finite catenary degree. Hence Theorem 5.1 implies the existence of
some aU g H and some CX g N such that the assertion holds for allq
a g H with aU ¬ a and with C s CX.
Let a g H such that aU ¦ a in H. Then aU ¦ a in D. Hence there exists
 4some n g 1, . . . , s such that
¨ a - ¨ aU q a . .  .p pn n
Hence
max L a F max L a F min ¨ a ¬ 1 F n F s .  .  . 4H D pn
F max ¨ aU ¬ 1 F n F s q a s CY . . 4pn
X  .Thus for all z, z g Z a
d z , zX F max L a F CY . .  .H
X Y 4Therefore the assertion holds for C s max C , C .
THEOREM 6.2. Let H : D s @ D be a saturated submonoid withig V i
finite class group G. Suppose that all D are finitely primary and thati
 .  .D , N, q for all but finitely many i g V.i red
Then there exists some constant C g N such that for all a g H and allq
X  .  .kq1z, z g Z a there is a chain of factorizations z from z s z toi isy1 y1
zX s z satisfying the following two properties:kq1
 .  .i d z , z F C for 0 F i F k q 1;iy1 i
 .  .ii there exist integers 0 s d - d - ??? - d - d with d g D H ,0 1 m
  . 4 and some m g N such that L s s z ¬ 0 F i F k s min L q d q ld ¬q i n
4  .0 F n F m, 0 F l F k , n s 0 if l s k . Furthermore, if y g Z a with
 .  .min L F s y F max L, then s y g L.
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COROLLARY 6.3. Let H be an atomic monoid satisfying the assertion of
Theorem 6.2. Then for e¨ery a g H
L a s l , . . . , l , m , m q d , . . . , m q d , m q d , .  1 a 1 m
m q d q d , . . . , m q d q d , m q 2 d ,1 m
???
m q k y 1 d q d , . . . , m q k d , n , . . . , n . 41 1 b
with l - ??? - l - m - m q d - ??? - m q d - m q d F m q k d -1 a 1 m
 .n - ??? - n , 0 F m - d g D H , 0 F a F C y 2, and 0 F b F C y 2.1 b
Proof. Use Theorem 6.2 and argue as in Corollary 5.2.
 .EXAMPLES AND REMARKS. 1 Theorem 6.2 applies to noetherian
weakly Krull domains R with finite t-class group and whose integral
 .closure is a finite R-module cf. Example 3 in Section 5 .
 .2 Let R be a one-dimensional local noetherian domain whose
integral closure is a finite R-module. Then its multiplicative monoid R ? is
 w x.finitely primary cf. Ge4, Sect. 5 . Note that the assertion of Theorem 6.1
is just the assertion of Theorem 6.2 with m s 0. So in the local case sets of
lengths are extremely simple. In general, m ) 0 might happen, as can be
w xseen from the examples in Ge8 .
 .3 The structure theorem for sets of lengths, as formulated in
Corollary 6.3, was first proved for Krull monoids with finite class group in
w x w xGe1, Satz1 and then for finitely generated monoids in Ge2, Theorem 1 .
w xFor a structure theorem for generalized sets of lengths see HK4 .
 .4 In Section 3 we gave an example of a half-factorial Dedekind
domain with infinite catenary degree. So it satisfies the assertion of
Corollary 6.3 but not the assertion of Theorem 6.2.
We start with the preparation for the proof of Theorem 6.2. First of all,
wsuppose without restriction that H and D are reduced. By Ge5, Proposi-
xtion 4.2 it is sufficient to prove the result for the associated block monoid
B. B is a saturated submonoid of a finite product of finitely primary
 .  w x.monoids with class group isomorphic to G cf. Ge3, Proposition 1 .
Changing notation we suppose that
H : D s D@ i
igV
is a saturated submonoid with finite class group G, all D are finitelyi
w xprimary of exponent a g N and V is finite. By Ge5, Theorem 5.4 , Hq
 .has finite catenary degree c H . We use all conventions fixed in Section 2.
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Let I : V be a subset. Then H s H l D : H is a divisor closed sub-I I
monoid and all assertions of Lemma 3.2 hold. In particular, we have
c H s c H s c H F c H . .  .  .  .I H I H I HI
Furthermore, we set
d s min D H .I I
 .with d s 0 if D H s B.I I
 .LEMMA 6.4. For all subsets I : V there exist elements a I g H ha¨ingI
the following properties:
 .   ..  .i there are factorizations x , . . . , x g Z a I with s x y0 m H n
 .  .s x s d for 1 F n F m s c H ;ny1 I I
 .  .  .ii if D H s B, then a I s 1;I
 .  .  .iii if J : I, then a J ¬ a I .
 .  .Proof. Let I : V be a subset. By Lemma 3.2 we have Z a s Z aH HI
X .for every a g H . Therefore, by Lemma 5.3 there are elements a II
 .  .satisfying i and ii .
 .  .  .If D H s B, then D H s B for every J : I. If D H / B andI J I
 .  .a g H satisfies i , then each multiple ab g H satisfies i too. Hence weI I
 .  .  .obtain elements a I g H for all I : V having properties i , ii , andI
 .iii .
Ç XLet V s I j J. For a subset H : H we set
m I , H X s max m g N ¬ there are a g H X , x g L a .  . H
and integers 0 - d - ??? - d - d such that1 m I
x , x q d , . . . , x q d , x q d : L a . 4  . 41 m I H
Note that we use the convention max B s 0. Hence we have
0 F m I , H X F d . . I
Let c g D ; we setJ
H I , c s a g H ¬ a s c ; there is some x g L a .  .J H
such that x q d g L a .4 .I H
Suppose there is some a g H with a s c. Then for every b g aH weJ I
 .have b s c and hence H I, c / B.J
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ÇLEMMA 6.5. Let V s I j J and M g N . Then there exists a finite setq
 .  .B I, M : D such that for all c g D with H I, c / B there is someI J , M
 .  .   ..b g B I, M such that a s bc g H and m I, a s m I, H I, c .
We set
b I , M s b. . 
 .bgB I , M
Proof. We divide the proof into four steps.
 . r  . w x r w x1 For an element x s  u g Z D we set x s  u gis1 i is1 i
 .  .F G . Let c g D. For every z g Z c we consider product decomposi-D
tions
k m
z s ¨ w ) . k l
ls1 ls1
having the following two properties:
 .  .   .  ..i ¨ g U H thus Lemma 4.4 implies that max L ¨ F D G ;l D l
 .  . ii there is no u g U H such that u ¬ w this implies thatl
 .  ..max L w - D G .D l
Such a decomposition gives rise to the tuple
w xk , x g F G ¬ x g Z w , . . . , 4  .  . D 1
w xx g F G ¬ x g Z w . )) 4 4 .  .  ..D m
 .  .Let T c denote the set of all tuples )) arising from product decom-
 .positions ) .
 .  .2 Let b g D and c g D such that bc g H. Then L bc justI J H
 .  .  .depends on T b and T c . Because, L bc is the set of allH
k q kX q m g Nq
for which there exist tuples
w xk , x g F G ¬ x g Z w , . . . , 4  .  . D 1
w xx g F G ¬ x g Z w g T b 4 4 .  .  ..D m
and
X w x Xk , x g F G ¬ x g Z w , . . . , 4  .  . D 1
w x XXx g F G ¬ x g Z w g T c 4 4 .  .  ..D m
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 4having the following property: there exists a bijection w : 1, . . . , m ª
 X4  X.  .1, . . . , m hence m s m such that for all 1 F i F m, all x g Z w andD i
X  X . w xw X x   ..all x g Z w x x g U B G .D w  i.
 . X  .  X.3 Let c, c g D with T c s T c and b g D such that bc g H.J I
X  .  .  X.   ..Then bc g H and 2 implies that L bc s L bc . Hence m I, H I, cH H
  X..s m I, H I, c .
 .4 We complete the proof of Lemma 6.5. Let c g D . ThenJ , M
max L c F aJ .M . .D
 .  .For a tuple of the form )) in T c it follows that
 .  .i k q m F max L c F aJ.M;D
 . w x  .  .4  . DG.ii a x g F G ¬ x g Z w - aG for 1 F i F m.D i
Therefore, the set
T s T c ¬ c g D , H I , c / B 4 .  .J , M
  . 4is finite, say T s T c ¬ 1 F l F r, c g D .l l J , M
 .For every c there is some b g D such that b c g H and m I, b c sl l I l l l l
  ..m I, H I, c . We definel
 4B I , M s b g D ¬ 1 F l F r . . l I
 .Now let c g D be given with H I, c / B. Then there exists someJ , M
 4  .  .l g 1, . . . , r such that T c s T c . Since b c g H, it follows thatl l l
b c g H andl
m I , b c s m I , b c s m I , H I , c s m I , H I , c . .  .  .  . . .l l l l
LEMMA 6.6. There exists a constant MU g N such that for all a g H theq
Çfollowing holds: there exist I, J : V with V s I j J and some M g N withq
U  .  .M F M such that a s a a , a I b I, M ¬ a , and a g D .I J I J J , M
U  .kProof. First of all we define M . Let I be a strictly descendingn ns1
sequence of subsets of V, i.e.,
V = I > I > ??? > I = B.1 2 k
We set
M s max ¨ a V ¬ 1 F n F s , i g V q a . . . 41 p ii , n
Lemma 6.4 implies that
M G max ¨ a I ¬ 1 F n F s , i g I q a . . . 41 p 1 i 1i , n
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Suppose that all M are defined for 1 F n F l - k. Then let M be then lq1
maximum of M , . . . , M and of1 l
a q max ¨ a I b I , M ¬ 1 F n F s , i g I _ I . .  . . 4p l l l i l lq1i , n
Let MU be defined as the maximum of all M over all strictly descendingk
 .ksequences I .n ns1
Let a g H be given. We construct a strictly descending sequence of
 .k  .subsets I with a I ¬ a and a g D where J s V_ I forn ns1 n I J J , M n nn n n n
 .  .1 F n F k. Furthermore, a I b I , M ¬ a . Hence the assertion holds fork k k Ik
I s I and M s M .k k
Let
L s I X : V ¬ a I X a X and a f D for all i g I X . . 4I i i , M1
 .Since a B s 1, L is non-empty and hence there is a maximal set I g L.1
We have to verify that a g D . Hence we have to show that a g DJ J , M j j, M1 1 1 1
for all j g J . Let j g J and assume to the contrary that a f D . By1 1 j j, M1
the maximality of I it follows that1
 4a I j j ¦ a . .1 I j  j41
 4Hence there exists some k g I j j with1
 4a I j j ¦ a , .1 kk
 4and thus for some n g 1, . . . , sk
 4n a F n a I j j q a . .  . .p p 1k , n k , n
Therefore,
min ¨ a ¬ 1 F n F s . 4p kk , n
 4F max ¨ a I j j ¬ 1 F n F s q a F M , . 4 .p 1 k 1k , n
i.e., a g D a contradiction.k k , M1
Let l G 1 and suppose that I , . . . , I are already constructed. If1 l
 .  .a I b I , M ¬ a , we set k s l, I s I , and we are done. So suppose thatl l l I ll
a I b I , M ¦ a . .  .l l l Il
Then
L s i g I ¬ a I b I , M ¦ a / B .  . 4 .l l l l ii
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and hence
I s I _L v I .lq1 l l
 4For every i g L there is some n g 1, . . . , s such thati
¨ a F ¨ a I b I , M q a .  .  . .p p l l li , n i , n
and thus
min ¨ a ¬ 1 F n F s . 4p ii , n
F max ¨ a I b I , M ¬ 1 F n F s q a F M . .  . . 4p l l l i lq1i , n
This means that a g D . Since a g D : D and J s JL L , M J J , M J , M lq1 llq 1 l l l l lq1
j L, we infer that
a g D .J J , Mlq 1 lq1 lq1
 .  .  .By Lemma 6.4 it follows that a I ¬ a I . Since a I ¬ a it follows thatlq1 l l Il
 .a I ¬ a .lq1 Ilq 1
LEMMA 6.7. There exists a constant MU g N such that for all a g H theq
Çfollowing holds: there exist I, J : V with V s I j J and some M g N withq
U X Y X  . X Y Y Y YM F M such that a s a a , a g H , a I ¬ a , a s a a g H, a s a gI I J J J
Y  .  Y .   Y ..D , a ¬ b I, M , and m I, a s m I, H I, a .J , M I J
Proof. Let MU be the constant from Lemma 6.6 and let a g H be
given. We consider a product decomposition of a
a s a aI J
with I, J, a , a and M F MU having the properties of Lemma 6.6. SinceI J
 . YH I, a / B, Lemma 6.5 implies the existence of an element a gJ I
 . Y  . Y  Y .B I, M : D with a ¬ b I, M ¬ a such that a a g H and m I, a a sI I I I J I J
  ..m I, H I, a .J
 . Y X  .Then we have a s a I a c for some c g D . We set a s a I c andI I I
Y Y X Y Y Xa s a a . Since a s a a g H and a g H, it follows that a g H.I J
X  .Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let a g H and z, z g Z a be given. OurH
starting point is the product decomposition of a derived in Lemma 6.7. So
let I, J, M, aX, aY be as in Lemma 6.7. Then
a s ba I aY .
 . Yfor some b g H . By construction of a I and a there exists factorizationsI
  . Y .x , . . . , x g Z a I a such that0 n H
s x s s x q ld q d .  . mq1.lqn 0 I n
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 Y .with 0 F n F m, 0 s d - d - ??? - d - d , m s m I, a s0 1 m I
  ..  .  .m I, H I, a , n s m m q 1 , 0 F l F m s c H , and l s m implies nJ I
s 0.
Y  .  .Since a ¬ b I, M , every irreducible element u g U H appearing inI
some x lies in the setn
< <U s u g U H u a I b I , M . 4 .  .  .I
  . Y . Y   . Y .Since a I a s a g D , there is an upper bound for max L a I aJ J J , M H
 .  .which just depends on M and on a I b I, M . We define
X  4H s c g H ¬ c g D .J J , M
Clearly, a g H X. By definition of local tameness and by Proposition 4.2.3
 .  .there exists a factorization x y g Z a with y g Z b such that0 H H
d z , x y F t H X , x F s x t H X , U . .  .  .  .0 H 0 0 H
 X .Proposition 4.7 gives an upper bound for t H , U which depends onH
 .  .H, a , G, and on a I b I, M . By a similar argument we obtain a factoriza-
X  .tion x y g Z a such thatn H
d zX , x yX F s x t H X , U . .  .  .n n H
Next we construct a chain of factorizations from z s x y to z s x yX0 0 k n
 .  .satisfying properties i and ii of Theorem 6.2. Since H has finite
 .  w x.  . lcatenary degree c H see Ge5, Theorem 5.4 , there is a chain y ofi is0
X  .  .factorizations of b g H from y s y to y s y with d y , y F c HI 0 l iy1 i I
 .F c H for 1 F i F l.
 . lq1.nq1.y1We define the wanted sequence z byn ns0
z s x y , x y , . . . , x y , x y , . . . , x y ,0 0 0 1 0 n 0 n 1 0 1
x y , x y , . . . , x y s x yX s z s z .0 2 1 2 n l n k  lq1.nq1.y1
Obviously, we obtain
d z , z F max s x , . . . , s x , c H . 4 .  .  .  .iy1 i 0 n
Set
C I s max max L a I aY t H X , U , max L a I aY , c H ; 4 .  .  .  .  . .  .H H H
 .   . 4then assertion i holds for C s max C I ¬ I : V .
To verify the assertion on the lengths we set
L s s z ¬ 0 F i F l q 1 n q 1 y 1 s k 4 .  .  .i
s s x q s y ¬ 0 F i F n , 0 F j F l . 4 .  .i i
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It follows that
L s s x q d q ld q s y ¬ 0 F j F l , 0 F n F m , 0 F l F m , .  . 0 n I j
l s m implies n s 0 .4
 .  . <  .Since for every 1 F j F l we have d ¬ s y y s y and s y yI j jy1 j
 . <  .s y F c H F md , we obtain thatjy1 I I
 4L s min L q d q ld ¬ 0 F n F m , 0 F l F k , l s k implies n s 0n I
for some k g N .q
  ..  .  .By definition of m I, H I, a , s y g L for every y g Z a withJ H
 .min L F s y F max L.
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